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We thank the referee for the comments on our manuscript. Below we give our response
to each of the comments and indicate the changes made to the manuscript (referee’s
comments are shown in italics and our response in normal type).
General comments
This manuscript made a well understanding of atmospheric NPF and its regional importance based on the measurements at 36 continental sites around the world. It gathered
a valuable dataset of aerosol number concentration size distribution and would be interesting to the readers of ACP. I recommend this manuscript for publication in ACP
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with minor revisions.
Table 1: Please add more information of each site for the data representativeness evaluation. For instance, the ratio of valid data determination of each site’s measurements
in this research.
We added to Table 1 the percentage of days with available data between the start and
end of the studied time period for each site. The modified Table 1 is shown below.
L484-485: This sentence is ambiguous. “NPF was most common (median of sitemedian NPF frequencies . . .and least common (less than 10%) during winter.” According to the seasonal behavior of regional NPF contents in the manuscript, it would
be better to replace “median of site-median NPF frequencies” with “site-median of
seasonal-median NPF frequencies”.
We agree with the referee: the NPF frequencies are indeed the median of all sites’
seasonal-median values. We revised the sentence as “NPF was most common (sitemedian of seasonal-median NPF frequencies of about 30%) during the northern hemisphere spring and least common (less than 10%) during winter.”
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Fig. 1. Modified Table 1 (column on data coverage added).
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